
Setup Guide

Check the included items
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DRUM MODULE BOX

STAND

DRUM PADS BOX

Cymbal  Pad  x 1 (Ride)  HI-Hat Pedal

Drum Module

Cymbal  Pad  x 1
 (Crash with choke)

Cymbal  Pad  x 1 (Hi-Hat)

Tom  Pad  x 3 Snare  Pad  x 1

WARNING:
    Drum key can be pinched when adjusting clamps with drum key. Operate carefully.
    Be careful around pipe ends, inside the pipe and screw ends. Metal shavings, etc. May injure your fingers.

BASS DRUM PEDAL BOXCABLE HOLDER

Cable Holder x 5

Beater

Note:
The pedal is specified as a configuration 
option to the product.
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Attach the Parts

ATTACHING PADS TO RACK

ATTACHING CYMBALS

1. Loosen wing nut on the holder clamp， which is on the 
     center pipe(1), side arm(L2) and side arm(R).

2. Attach drum pads to the holder clamp on center pipe(1),
     side arm(L2), side arm(R) and tighten wing nuts. 
     Repeat for each pad.

Attaching cymbal holders
1. Loosen wing nut on the holder clamp(L) on pillar(L), pillar(R) 
     and side arm(L1).

2. Insert each cymbal holder into pillar(L), pillar(R)
     side arm(L1) and tighten wing nut.

Attaching cymbals
1. Remove wing nut and felt washer from cymbal tilter.

2. Place cymbal pad on tilter assembly.
     Re-attach the felt washer and wing nut. Tighten wing nut.
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ATTACHING MODULE

1. Loosen wing nut on the clamp which is  on side arm(L1).

2. Insert the drum module to the clamp . 

3. Tighten the wing screw on the clamp . 

PEDAL /BASS DRUM

1. Place the  pedal on the floor on your left side.

2.

3. Please connect  the clearly marked cables from the 
     pads to the correct inputs on the drum module, and 
     you are ready to play!

Place the Bass Drum on the floor to the right center of rack.




